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CURRICULUM VITAE 

Five Year Data as of August 31, 2022 
With Historical Education 

And Professional Employment 
 

PROFESSIONAL ADDRESS 
 
Stephen F. Austin State University 
Human Sciences 
HMSN - Human Sciences North 106 B 
Nacogdoches, TX 75962 
Department Telephone: (936) 468-4502 
Office Telephone: (936) 468-1873 
Fax: (936) 468-2140 
Email:  ollemary@sfasu.edu 
 
EDUCATION 
 
PHD, 2012. 
Institution: Texas Tech University 
Specialization/Major: Family and Consumer Sciences Education 
Dissertation: Family and Consumer Sciences Student Teachers’ Level of Self-efficacy for Technology 
Integration 
 
MS, 2006. 
Institution: Stephen F Austin State University 
Specialization/Major: Family Consumer Sci 
Dissertation: The Relationship Between Family Meals and Body Mass Index AMong Adolescents in San 
Augustine County 
 
Teaching Certification, 1993. 
Institution: Stephen F. Austin State University 
Specialization/Major: Home Economics Teacher Certification 
 
BS, 1984. 
Institution: Stephen F. Austin State University 
Specialization/Major: Home Economics 
 
TEACHING & RESEARCH INTERESTS 
 
Teaching Interests: 
My teaching interests are in the area of Family and Consumer Sciences education.  My particular interest 
in teacher education is curriculum development with an emphasis in technology.  
 
Research Interests: 
Research areas of interest include effective curriculum development focusing on the innovative use of 
technology and experiential learning. 
 
LICENSURES & CERTIFICATIONS 
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Family and Consumer Sciences Teacher Certification, American Association of Family and Consumer 
Sciences, State. (December 1993 - Present). 
Texas Comprehensive teaching certification in Home Economics grades 8 - 12 

 
learn2serve, Food Handler Certification, State. (December 21, 2018 - December 21, 2021). 

This training course is designed to prepare individuals in the Safe Handling of Food. 
 
Texas Alcohol and Beverage Commission, Texas Alcohol and Beverage Commission, State. (September 

5, 2018 - September 5, 2020). 
TABC is a Texas Restaurant Association certified course which allows for the sell and serve 
alcohol responsibly in the state of Texas. This certification is required for the students in the 
Administration and Promotion of Beverages course that I teach. 

 
PUBLICATIONS 
 
 
Causin, G. F. G., Kang, H., Olle, M. S. (2018). Lifestyles, Income, Health Factors, and Life Satisfaction of 

Older Hispanic Adults. Journal of Human Services: Training, Research, and Practice, 3(2), 22 
pages. https://scholarworks.sfasu.edu/jhstrp/vol3/iss2/4 
Abstract:  The aim of this study was to explore to what extent life styles, income, and health 
factors contribute to the life satisfaction of Hispanic older adults. A secondary data analysis from 
a national survey of Hispanic Established Populations for the Epidemiologic Study of the Elderly 
(HEPESE) (Markides, Ray, Angel, & Espino, 2012) was used. Subjects were Hispanic older 
adults (over 75 years, n = 1542). For this study, Hispanics and Latinos were considered as one 
and the same. A two-step hierarchical regression was conducted to address the research 
question. The results showed health status and income were unique predictors in the first step 
and (a) eating out with family, (b) eating out with friends, (c) spending time on cooking were 
unique 
predictors in the second step. It is culturally consistent that Hispanic older adults are more 
satisfied when they have time eating with people around them (e.g., family, friends) and spending 
time on cooking.  

 
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS 
 
Olle, M. (Presenter & Author), Causin, G. F. (Presenter & Author), "Hospitality Stronger Together", 

"Challenges and Opportunities During COVID-19 Pandemic Hospitality Virtual Internships: 
Program Preparedness and Student's Reflections", 2021 West Federation CHRIE Conference, 
Virtual. (February 19, 2021). 
Abstract:  Internships are required for Hospitality Administration majors at Stephen F. Austin 
State University. A majority of these students serve their internships during the summer 
semester; unfortunately, during the summer 2020 semester, most if not all of the internship 
opportunities for students were cancelled due to COVID. In order for students to complete the 
required course and meet graduation timelines, a virtual internship course was developed. To 
incorporate and encourage as much interaction with students and professionals as possible, 
including synchronous and asynchronous delivery, content for the course utilized multiple types of 
techniques, such as ESD Webinar presentations, Flip-Grid videos, One-Pager assignments, and 
live ZOOM sessions with industry professionals including alumni. End of course evaluations from 
students were positive and reflected the need for preparedness for potential course interruptions 
in the future. 
Notes:  I am pleased to inform you that your paper submission 47 entitled “CHALLENGES AND 
OPPORTUNITIES DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC HOSPITALITY VIRTUAL 
INTERNSHIPS: PROGRAM PREPAREDNESS AND STUDENTS REFLECTIONS” has been 
accepted for the 20201 WFCHRIE virtual conference February 18-20, 2021 hosted by Northern 
Arizona University. 
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Martin, L. J. (Presenter & Author), Olle, M. (Presenter & Author), Runnels, C. (Presenter & Author), West 
CHRIE Conference 2020, "Developing a Competency Education Model", West CHRIE, Pomona. 
(February 7, 2020). 
Abstract:  Presentation covers the development of a Competency Based Education Model for a 
Hospitality Administration program. 

 
Adams, H. (Presenter & Author), Olle, M. (Presenter Only), Runnels, C. (Presenter & Author), 2019 

International CHRIE Conference, "Food Insecurity Awareness, Acknowledgement, and Actions 
on a University Campus", International Council on Hotel, and Tourism Educators, New Orleans, 
LA. (July 25, 2019). 
Abstract:  The purpose of this pilot study was to understand student awareness of food 
insecurities. Subjects for the study were students enrolled in a Foundations in Human Sciences 
course at a university located in East Texas (n=55). Students were asked to complete an online 
survey concerning knowledge of food insecurities, impact of budgeting on food buying, previous 
personal food insecurities, skipped or had less nutritious meals due to the cost, and the food 
pantry on campus. 

 
Smith, A. (Presenter & Author), Sargent, S. (Presenter & Author), Causin, G. (Leader), Olle, M. (Presenter 

Only), 24th Annual Graduate Education & Graduate Student Research Conference in Hospitality 
and Tourism, "A Study of University Donor Recognition Event", Conrad N. Hilton College of Hotel 
and Restaurant Management, Houston, TX. (January 5, 2019). 
Abstract:  Institutions of higher education plan, organize, manage and execute special events in 
order to bring together groups such as perspective students, current students, faculty, staff, 
alumni, parents, donors and perspective donors. Special events are designed with the purpose to 
optimize the attendees experience by preparing a manipulating the location, attire, objective, 
entertainment and guest interactions. There is much literature that provides instructions and 
details on how to prepare university donor stewardship events, but very little scientific quantitative 
research exists regarding the attendee satisfaction and preferences. In a census survey of past 
attendees of a block-tie university donor stewardship event, the research team identified that the 
audience preferred the event continue to be black-tie, and remain during the holiday season. The 
findings of the research will aid in the improvement of attendee satisfaction for university honor 
recognition events. 

 
PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS 
 
National Association of Economic Educators, None, (December 2020 - Present). 
 
The Hospitality Industry Network, None, (January 2016 - Present). 
 
American Association of Family and Consumer Sciences, Assembly of Higher Education Secretary, (June 

2015 - Present). 
 
International Council on Hotel, Restaurant, and Institutional Education, (September 2014 - Present). 
 
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
 
Conference Attendance, "Eta Sigma Delta Virtual Student Event", ESD International Hospitality 

Management Society, Nacogdoches - via ZOOM, Texas. (November 29, 2021 - Present). 
This two-hour virtual series is presented to ICHRIE student organization, Eta Sigma Delta (ESD), 
honor society for hospitality majors. The program consisted of two key note speakers, Chef Ype 
Vn Hengst, "Changing the Way America Eat for Over 30 Years; Dr. Brian Barker, "The Future of 
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in the Hospitality Industry; and Graduate Program Panel. 

 
Workshop, "Cayuse External Grant Training", Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches, Texas. 

(August 1, 2022). 
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Training for utilizing Cayuse to submit electronic external grand proposals. 
 
Webinar, "Fusion - Competency-Based Learning Assessment Using D2L", D2L Desire to Learn. 

(December 2, 2020). 
Michael Moore, senior production manager discussed tools within D2L for learning outcomes and 
assessments related to competency-based education. 

 
ESD November Speaker Series, "Eta Sigma Delta Annual November Speaker Series Student Event", 

International Council on Hotel, Restaurant, and Institutional Education (ICHRIE), ZOOM, ZOOM. 
(November 6, 2020). 
This two-hour virtual series is presented to ICHRIE student organization, Eta Sigma Delta (ESD), 
honor society for hospitality majors. The program consisted of three professional industry leaders 
presenting the following topics: Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion; Defining Your Brand; and 
Graduate Program Panel. 

 
Workshop, "Faculty Training for Scopus", SFASU Library, Nacogdoches, Texas. (January 10, 2020). 

Workshop presented by Scopus representative on how to utilize this source-neutral abstract and 
citation database. 

 
Webinar, "[Differentiation] 5 Resources in 50 Minutes", Next Gen Personal Finance, Nacogdoches, 

Texas. (January 8, 2020). 
This virtual professional development webinar features differentiation strategies for NGPF 
resources with the lens of supporting the diverse learning needs of students. Participants 
engaged in Culturally Responsive Education (CRE) activities and discussed how to make content 
more relevant. Information learned in this webinar will be useful for the Center for Economic 
Education. 

 
Workshop, "FinCamp", Next Gen Personal Finance, Houston, Texas. (December 5, 2019). 

NGPF is a non-profit team of former educators delivering free personal finance curriculum, 
professional development, and advocacy to over 10,000 teachers nationwide.  This workshop 
provided multiple free resources that will be utilized by the SFASU Center for Economic 
Education. 

 
Workshop, "Pappas Restaurants Work Preview", Pappas Restaurant, Houston, Texas. (November 8, 

2019 - November 10, 2019). 
I was privileged to be invited to this three-day event by our Pappas recruiters. The event helps 
faculty to better understand the Pappas management concepts and the culture of the company. 
The event included tours of all of the Pappas restaurant concepts, meeting with floor and kitchen 
managers as well as Concept Leaders. I was able to experience the how Pappas interviews, 
hires, and trains their staff for internships as well as permanent positions. Through this 
experience I am better able to share information with our students for recruitment and retention 
purposes. 

 
CONTRACTS, GRANTS, & SPONSORED RESEARCH 
 
Runnels, C. (Co-Principal), Olle, M. (Co-Principal), Guidry, M. S. (Supporting), Weatherly, M. 

(Supporting), Reed, A. (Supporting), Johnson (Supporting), "Developing a Competency Based 
Education program for the Hospitality Administration B.S. with a Concentration in Restaurant 
Management", Currently Under Review, Sponsored by CARRI- SFA, Stephen F. Austin State 
University, $34,319.00. (December 2021 - Present). 
Stephen F. Austin State University (SFASU) is seeking support for a needs assessment of 
competencies needed in the restaurant industry that will inform the development of a Bachelor of 
Science Degree in Hospitality Administration with a focus in Restaurant Management. We are 
seeking funding for two graduate students who can assist faculty in developing and conducting a 
needs assessment for our partners in the restaurant industry located in the DETCOG service 
area. 
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This degree program seeks to reach Texans ages 25-34 who have some course work towards a 
degree or certificate but have not competed their degree. The aim of this program is three- fold 
and in concert with the 60x30 Texas Higher Education plan goals which are completion, 
marketable skills and student debt.  This program focuses on competencies and marketable 
skills which will prepare students to enter the workforce at a managerial level.  By conducting a 
needs assessment, we will be able to more accurately develop a CBE program that is meeting 
the needs of employers in East Texas. This program is consistent with SFASU’s mission that 
includes engaging students in a learner-centered environment and offers opportunities to prepare 
students for the challenges of living in a global community.    
This grant will fund 2 graduate students to support the research of the SFA CBE Design 
Collaboratory team. 

 
Runnels, C. (Co-Principal), Olle, M. (Co-Principal), Guidry, M. S. (Supporting), Weatherly, M. 

(Supporting), Reed (Supporting), Johnson, A. (Supporting), "Competency Based Education 
Texas Design Collaboratory", Funded, Sponsored by C-BEN/Greater Texas Foundation, Private, 
$83,000.00. (September 2021 - Present). 
Faculty in the Hospitality Administration program of the School of Human Sciences are seeking 
support for the development of a Bachelor of Science Degree in Hospitality Administration with a 
focus in Restaurant Management as a hybrid competency-based online program for military 
personnel, adult learners with a background in hospitality and certificate or degree holders from 
community colleges beginning in Spring 2022.  
 
Initially the program will serve 15 to 20 students in the first seven week term in the Spring of 2022 
and the program is projected to serve 50 students in FY 23  This degree program seeks to reach 
Texans ages 25-34 who have some course work towards a degree or certificate but have not 
competed their degree. The aim of this program is three- fold and in concert with the 60x30 Texas 
Higher Education plan goals which are completion, marketable skills and students debt.  This 
program focuses on competencies and marketable skills which will prepare students to enter the 
workforce at a managerial level.  According to the 60x30TX website www.60x30tx.com, only 20 
percent of Texas eighth grade students in 2006 graduated from college in 2017. This program will 
allow students to work at their own pace, in an environment that is boldly innovative and 
competency based. Students will demonstrate mastery of competencies across subject matter. 
These competencies will be aligned with the National Restaurant Association’s industry 
competencies and other industry stakeholders.  By providing an approach to degree completion 
that is flexible and lower-cost, this degree will attract non-traditional students who are already 
working in the field of hospitality. This program is consistent with SFASU’s mission that includes 
engaging students in a learner-centered environment and offers opportunities to prepare students 
for the challenges of living in a global community.   
The Competency Based Education Network (C-BEN) accepted our proposal to join the Texas 
Design Collaboratory as one of 10 Texas institutions. This sponsored research provided $83,000 
in kind through monthly workshops, travel support and instructional and curricular design and 
development. 

 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE (Two-year) 
 
Stephen F. Austin State University, Fall 2022 

TRVM 1300 501, Intro to Travel and Tourism 
TRVM 1300 502, Intro to Travel and Tourism 
RSTO 4207 51, Man Guest Exp Lab 
RSTO 4107 1, Mgt the Guest Experience in Hosp 

 
Stephen F. Austin State University, Summer 2022 

TRVM 1300 501, Intro to Travel and Tourism 
HMSC 4120 640, Practicum Hospitality 
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Stephen F. Austin State University, Spring 2022 
TRVM 1300 501, Intro to Travel and Tourism 
RSTO 4207 50, Man Guest Exp Lab 
RSTO 4207 51, Man Guest Exp Lab 
RSTO 4107 1, Mgt the Guest Experience in Hosp 

 
Stephen F. Austin State University, Fall 2021 

TRVM 1300 501, Intro to Travel and Tourism 
RSTO 4207 50, Man Guest Exp Lab 
RSTO 4207 51, Man Guest Exp Lab 
RSTO 4107 1, Mgt the Guest Experience in Hosp 

 
Stephen F. Austin State University, Summer 2021 

TRVM 1300 502, Intro to Travel and Tourism 
HMSC 4120 641, Practicum 

 
Stephen F. Austin State University, Spring 2021 

RSTO 4207 50, Cust Rel for Hosp Indus Lab 
RSTO 4207 51, Cust Rel for Hosp Indus Lab 
TRVM 1300 501, Intro to Travel and Tourism 
RSTO 4107 1, Mgt the Guest Experience in Hosp 

 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE OR VOLUNTEER WORK 
 
Retention, Member, approximately 2 hours spent for the year. (August 22, 2022). 

Activity Description 
Volunteered to assist at the Ask Me booth to answer questions for students the first day of the fall 
semester. 
I was able to assist in answering a variety of student's questions including, but not limited to 
parking passes, location of classrooms,  

 
Recruiting for University during High School UIL Event, volunteered during UIL Event in Student Center, 

approximately 2 hours spent for the year. (March 21, 2022). 
Activity Description 
Spoke with UIL students about attending SFA and encouraged them to take a survey to collect 
data concerning this recruiting event. 
Once data is collected and asses, it should be distributed to program areas. We have not yet 
received any results from this recruiting effort. 

 
Weeks of Welcome, Member, approximately 8 hours spent for the year. (January 11, 2022). 

Activity Description 
Assisted HADM colleagues is preparing and serving hot chocolate from the Lumberjack Express 
as part of Weeks of Welcome. 
Successful in meeting and greeting approximately 100 students during this event as part of the 
Weeks of Welcome.  

 
University Social Events Committee, Member, approximately 35 hours spent for the year. (September 

2017 - December 2021). 
Activity Description 
This committee was formed as a result of the restructuring of the University Strategic Plan to 
support the goal of "Redefining University Culture"; the purpose of the committee is to plan and 
implement events in an effort to encourage camaraderie and offer social events for university 
faculty and staff. 
First Wednesday of the month breakfast is well attended as are the after work social events at 
various local venues. 
We are planning for a tailgate cook-off this fall at one of the SFA football games. 
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Watermelon Bash, Member, approximately 6 hours spent for the year. (August 25, 2021). 

Activity Description 
The HADM faculty prepare and serve watermelon smoothies to support the oldest tradition at 
SFA. 
Prepared and served over 200 watermelon smoothies and welcomed new students at the start of 
the fall 2021 semester. 

 
Weeks of Welcome, Member, approximately 5 hours spent for the year. (August 22, 2021). 

Activity Description 
The HADM faculty prepared and served over 5 gallons of purple ice cream to students in the 
Plaza area by Surfn' Steve. 
Successfully welcome new students to the SFA campus serving purple ice cream and being a 
part of the continued recruitment and retention effort. 

 
Ad Hoc Retention Committee, Member, approximately 10 hours spent for the year. (March 2018 - May 

2018). 
Activity Description 
The Enrollment Action Team that has been in place is taking on a new look.  Reconfiguration of 
this team is resulting in the creation of several ad hoc committees that will focus on specific 
issues related to enrollment, recruitment, and retention efforts.   
-Students on probation need to be identified by the end of the first semester regardless of their 
ranking to help them succeed through the second semester. 
-A point was made that some of the responsibilities to address the concern for the lack of term 
grade reporting should fall to chairs. 
-Building relationships with students before trouble begins.  Positive interactions should begin 
early. 

 
Tenure Committee, Member, approximately 10 hours spent for the year. (November 5, 2020 - November 

11, 2020). 
Activity Description 
Review and critiquing tenure portfolios based on unit and PCOE criteria; meeting with fellow 
committee members in making recommendations.  
Completed responsibilities in a professional and timely manner to be submitted to the Dean. 

 
Tenure and Promotion Committee, Member, approximately 10 hours spent for the year. (September 11, 

2019 - December 2, 2019). 
Activity Description 
Review and critiquing tenure and promotion portfolios based on PCOE and department criteria 
and making recommendations. 
Completed responsibilities in a professional and timely manner to be submitted to the Dean. 

 
PCOE Recruitment and Retention Committee, Chairperson, approximately 25 hours spent for the year. 

(September 29, 2017 - May 1, 2019). 
Activity Description 
Plan meeting agendas, lead meetings, communicate with committee members, invite and confirm 
presenters, carryout any duties and responsibilities assigned by the committee.  
Action items include reviewing current recruitment and retention plans from all departments; 
assess effectiveness of current plans; revise current plans as needed. 

 
Teaching Excellence Committee Member, Member, approximately 10 hours spent for the year. (October 

4, 2017 - March 21, 2019). 
Activity Description 
Observe PCOE Teaching Excellence nominees, review notebooks, meet with fellow committee 
members, and plan for reception. 
Complete observations, review of notebooks and planning of reception. 
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Tenure Committee, Member, approximately 10 hours spent for the year. (October 19, 2018 - November 

26, 2018). 
Activity Description 
Critiquing tenure portfolio based on department/school criteria. Discuss recommendations with 
fellow committee members. 
Completed responsibilities in a timely manner to be submitted to the Dean. 

 
Assessment Committee, Member, approximately 10 hours spent for the year. (February 2017 - Present). 

Activity Description 
Alignment of University Strategic Plan within the School of Human Sciences with regard to 
assessment of retention and recruitment efforts in HMS. 
Review data collected from SFASU Senior Survey and Current HMS Retention Survey for HMS 
majors. 

 
Pre-tenure/Tenure/Tenure and Promotion Committee, Member, approximately 5 hours spent for the year. 

(October 13, 2021 - October 18, 2021). 
Activity Description 
Review and critiquing tenure portfolios based on unit and PCOE criteria; meeting with fellow 
committee members in making recommendations. 
Completed responsibilities in a professional and timely manner to be submitted to the Dean. 

 
Center for Economic Education (CEE), Director, approximately 20 hours spent for the year. (June 1, 2020 

- June 1, 2021). 
Activity Description 
A cooperative effort by the CEE and the university to recognize the need to include economic 
education in area school’s curriculum and provide materials to promote the seamless integration 
of economic education for K - 12 students. 
Currently attending conferences and webinars hosted by Next Gen Personal Finance (NGPF) to 
obtain materials and curriculum information to be distributed to area schools. 

 
Tenure and Promotion Committee, Member, approximately 10 hours spent for the year. (October 7, 2019 

- October 15, 2019). 
Activity Description 
Reviewing and critiquing portfolios for faculty submitting portfolios for tenure and promotion with 
fellow committee members. 
Completed responsibilities in a professional and timely manner. 

 
AgriLife Extension Leadership Advisory Board, Nacogdoches, Texas. Board of Advisors, approximately 3 

hours spent for the year, (December 2015 - Present). 
Activity Description 
Assist with program ideas and identifying critical issues in the county. Responsible for developing 
long term vision for County Extension program, being an advocate and interpreting Extension 
programs to county stakeholders and helps develop resources for the County Program. Monitor 
and strengthen educational programs, and enhance Extension's program public standing. 
Plan and evaluate current programs offered by Nacogdoches County Extension. 

 
Nacogdoches High School Career and Technical Education Fall Advisory Committee, Nacogdoches, 

Texas. Board of Advisors, approximately 6 hours spent for the year, (October 27, 2015 - Present). 
Activity Description 
Offer input into specific advice on needs curriculum development; offer suggestions on need of 
course content based on need of workforce; assist in setting goals; identify community resources. 
NISD Culinary Arts students attended Cooking Up Careers 
Meet with FCS teachers for suggestions in curriculum and recruitment efforts. 
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Western CHRIE (Council for Hotel, Restaurant, Institutional Education, Nacogdoches, Texas. Reviewer, 
approximately 4 hours spent for the year, (December 2, 2020 - December 14, 2020). 
Activity Description 
Reviewer for paper submitted to Western CHRIE Federation for 2021 Conference. 
Reviewed article titled: Can We Spot Fake Restaurant Reviews? Classification Model Developing 
Using Artificial Intelligence.  

 
Taste of Nacogdoches, Nacogdoches, Texas. Member, approximately 10 hours spent for the year, (June 

6, 2019). 
Activity Description 
Worked with Dr. Chay Runnels, Chef Todd Barrios, and Dr. Donna Fickes in planning and serving 
at the Taste of Nacogdoches. 
Promoted the Hospitality Program and Culinary Cafe in hosting a booth at this event and serving 
the "signature" purple ice cream. 

 
Assembly of Higher Education - American Association of Family and Consumer Sciences, Alexandria, 

VA. Officer, Secretary, approximately 5 hours spent for the year, (June 2015 - June 2018). 
Activity Description 
Serving as National Secretary for the Assembly of Higher Education within the American 
Association of Family and Consumer Sciences responsibilities include taking notes of meetings 
and correspondence with fellow officers and members. 
Attending national meetings, conference calls, and correspondence with committee members. 

 
Taste of Nacogdoches, Nacogdoches, Texas. Team member in planning, preparing, and serving at 

Hospitality booth., approximately 10 hours spent for the year, (June 14, 2018). 
Activity Description 
Working with Dr. Chay Runnels, Dr. Lynda Martin, Chef Todd Barrios, and Laura Millard, we 
planned and prepared a farm-to-table recipe and hosted a booth at the Taste of Nacogdoches. 
Promoted our hospitality program by hosting a booth at the Taste of Nacogdoches 
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